Multi-person articulated pose tracking in complex unconstrained videos is an important and challenging problem. In this paper, going along the road of top-down approaches, we propose a decent and efficient pose tracker based on pose flows. First, we design an online optimization framework to build association of cross-frame poses and form pose flows. Second, a novel pose flow non maximum suppression (NMS) is designed to robustly reduce redundant pose flows and re-link temporal disjoint pose flows. Extensive experiments show our method significantly outperforms best reported results on two standard Pose Tracking datasets ([Iqbal et al., 2017] and [Girdhar et al., 2017]) by 13 mAP 25 MOTA and 6 mAP 3 MOTA respectively. Moreover, in the case of working on detected poses in individual frames, the extra computation of proposed pose tracker is very minor, requiring 0.01 second per frame only.
Introduction
Motivated by its extensive applications in human behavior understanding and scene analysis, human pose estimation has witnessed a significant boom in recent years. Mainstream research fields have advanced from pose estimation of single pre-located person [Newell et al., 2016; Chu et al., 2017] to multi-person pose estimation in complex and unconstrained scenes [Cao et al., 2016; Fang et al., 2016] . Beyond static human keypoints in individual images, pose estimation in videos has also emerged as a prominent topic [Song et al., 2017; Zhang and Shah, 2015] . Furthermore, human pose trajectory extracted from the entire video is a high-level human behavior representation [Wang and Schmid, 2013; , naturally providing us with a powerful tool to handle a series of visual understanding tasks, such as Action Recognition [Chéron and Laptev, 2015; Zolfaghari et al., 2017] , Person Re-identification [Su et al., 2017; Zheng et al., 2017] , Human-Object Interaction [Gkioxari et al., 2017] and numerous downstream practical applications, e.g., video surveillance and sports video analysis. * Yuliang Xiu and Jiefeng Li contributed equally to this paper To this end, multi-person pose tracking methods are developed, whose dominant approaches can be categorized into top-down [Girdhar et al., 2017] and bottom-up [Insafutdinov et al., 2016a; Iqbal et al., 2017] . Top-down methods first detect human bounding boxes in every frame, estimate human keypoints within each box independently, and then track human boxes over the entire video in terms of similarity between pairs of boxes in adjacent frames, and that is the reason why it is also referred to as Detect-and-Track method [Girdhar et al., 2017] . By contrast, bottom-up methods first generate a set of joint detection candidates in every frame, construct the spatio-temporal graph, and then solve an integer linear program to partition this graph into sub-graphs that correspond to plausible human pose trajectories of each person. Both strategies have their own advantages and disadvantages.
Currently top-down methods have largely outperformed bottom-up ones, since the absence of global viewpoint of bottom-up approach causes ambiguous assignments of keypoints, as Figure 1 a) shows. Therefore, top-down methods may be a more promising direction. Following this direction, however, there are many obstacles. First, due to occlusion, truncation and frame degeneration (e.g. blurring), as shown in Figure 1 b) c) d) , pose estimation in individual frame can be unreliable. This requires associating cross-frame detected instances to share information and thus reduce uncertainty.
In this paper, we propose an efficient and decent method to achieve online pose tracking. The proposed method includes two novel techniques, namely Pose Flow Building and Pose Flow NMS. First, we associate the cross-frame poses that indicate the same person, i.e., iteratively constructing pose flow from pose proposals within a short video clip picked by a temporal video sliding window. Instead of employing greedy match, we design an elegant objective function to seek a pose flow with maximum overall confidence among potential flows. This optimization design helps to stabilize pose flows and associate discontinuous ones (due to missing detections). Second, unlike conventional schemes that apply NMS in frame-level, we propose pose flow NMS, that is, to take pose flow as a unit in NMS processing. In this way, temporal information will be fully considered in NMS process and thus stabilization can be largely improved. Our approach is general to different image-based multi-person pose estimation and takes minor extra computation. Given detected poses in individual frames, our method can track at 100 FPS.
Intensive experiments are conducted to verify the effectiveness of proposed framework. Two standard pose tracking datasets PoseTrack Dataset [Iqbal et al., 2017] and Pose-Track Challenge Dataset [Andriluka and Iqbal, 2017 ] are used to benchmark our performance. Our proposed approach significantly outperforms the state-of-the-art method [Girdhar et al., 2017] , achieving 58.5% MOTA and 66.5% mAP in PoseTrack Challenge validation set, 50.9% MOTA and 62.9% mAP in testset.
Related Work

Multi-Person Pose Estimation in Image
In recent years, multi-person pose estimation in images has experienced large performance advancement. With respect to different pose estimation pipelines, relevant work can be grouped into graph decomposition and multi-stage techniques. Graph decomposition methods, such as DeeperCut [Insafutdinov et al., 2016b] , re-define the multi-person pose estimation problem as a partitioning and labeling formulation and solve this graph decomposition problem by an integer linear program. These methods' performance depends largely on strong parts detector based on deep visual representations and efficient optimization strategy. However, their body parts detector always performs vulnerably because of absence of global context and structural information. OpenPose [Cao et al., 2016] introduces Part Affinity Fields (PAFs) to associate body parts with individuals in image, but ambiguous assignments still occur in crowds. To address this limitation, multi-stage pipeline [Fang et al., 2016; Chen et al., 2017] handles multi-person pose estimation problem by separating this task into human detection, single per-son pose estimation and post-processing stages. The main difference among dominant multi-stage frameworks lies in different choices of human detector and single person pose estimator network. With the remarkable progress of object detection and single person pose estimator over the past few years, the potentials of multi-stage approaches have been deeply exploited. Now multi-stage framework has been in the epicenter of the methods above, achieving the state-ofthe-art performance in almost all benchmark datasets, e.g., MSCOCO and MPII.
Multi-Person Articulated Tracking in Video
Based on the multi-person pose estimation architectures described above, it is natural to extend them from still image to video. Pose estimation in single person videos has been explored extensively in the literature [Song et al., 2017; Zhang and Shah, 2015] . These methods focus on using temporal smoothing constraints and matching features between adjacent frames to improve localization of keypoints. However, these architectures are not scalable for multi-person tasks, especially in unconstrained videos with unknown number of highly occluded persons. PoseTrack [Iqbal et al., 2017] and ArtTrack [Insafutdinov et al., 2016a] in CVPR'17 primarily introduce multi-person pose tracking challenge and propose a new graph partitioning formulation, building upon 2D DeeperCut [Insafutdinov et al., 2016b] by extending spatial joint graph to spatio-temporal graph. Although plausible results can be guaranteed by solving this minimum cost multicut problem, hand-crafted graphical models are not scalable for long clips of different unseen types of scenes. It is worth noting that solving this sophisticated IP formulation requires tens of minutes per video, even implemented with state of the art solvers. Hence, we would like to embrace a more efficient and scalable top-down method: first detect persons in every frames, operate single person pose estimation on every detection, and then link them in terms of appearance similarity and temporal relationship between pairs of boxes. Yet some issues should be dealt with properly: how to filter redundant boxes correctly with fusion of information from adjacent frames, how to produce robust pose trajectories by leveraging temporal information, and how to connect human boxes with the same identity meanwhile keeping away from disturbance of scale variance. Although some latest work try to give their solution to these problems, such as 3D Mask R-CNN [Girdhar et al., 2017] which is designed for correcting keypoints' location by leveraging temporal information in 3D human tubes, these work still did not exploit full potential of top-down architecture, just improving keypoint location task slightly but not employing pose flow as a unit. This is what our Pose Flow Builder and Pose Flow NMS focus on.
Multi-Object Tracking
Multi-Object Tracking (MOT) is a deeply explored traditional visual topics. Recent approaches primarily focus on Tracking-by-Detection pipeline, which either operates on online linking detections over time. [Kim et al., 2015; Choi, 2015] or grouping detections into tracklets and then merge them into tracks [Bing Wang, 2015] . There are merit and demerit in both methods. Group-and-Merge method can only take effect when there is no requirement for online tracking. Nevertheless, due to its global optimization mechanism, when long term tracking is expected, its performance can surpass most online trackers. On the other hand, some online trackers just simplify this tracking problem as a maximum weight bipartite matching problem and solve it with greedy or Hungarian Algorithm. Nodes of this bipartite graph are human bounding boxes in two adjacent frames. This configuration did not take pose information into account, which is essential in tracking occasional truncated human. To address this limitation, meanwhile maintaining its efficiency, we put forward a new pose flow generator, which combines Pose Flow Building and Pose Flow NMS. Furthermore, we re-design two kinds of ORB based similarity criteria, inspired by [Tang et al., 2016] .
Our Proposed Approach
In this section, we present our pose tracking framework. As mentioned before, pose flow means a set of pose indicating the same person instance in different frames. Our framework includes two steps: Pose Flow Building and Pose Flow NMS. First, we build pose flow by maximizing overall confidence along the temporal sequence. Second, we reduce redundant pose flows and relink disjoint pose flows by Pose Flow NMS. The overall pipeline shows in Figure 2 .
Preliminary
In this section, we introduce some basic metrics and tools that will be used in our framework.
Intra-Frame Pose Distance Intra-frame Pose distance is defined to measure the similarity between two poses P 1 and P 2 in a frame. We adopt the image pose distance defined in [Fang et al., 2016] . The soft matching function is defined as
where B(p n 1 ) is the box of p n 1 and its size follows standard PCK metric [Mykhaylo Andriluka, 2014] . c 1 and c 2 are the keypoint scores of p 1 and p 2 . The tanh function is to suppress the low score keypoints. If both poses are confident with high scores, the function output is closed to 1.
The spatial distance among keypoints are written as
The final distance combining Eqs. 1 and 2 is written as
where Λ = {σ 1 , σ 2 , λ}. Note that these parameters can be determined in a data-driven manner.
Inter-frame Pose Distance Inter-frame pose distance is to measure distance between a pose P 1 in one frame and another pose P 2 in the next frame. We need to import temporal matching to measure how likely two cross-frame poses indicate the same person. We denote p i 1 and p i 2 as the i th keypoints of pose P 1 and P 2 respectively. Bounding boxes surrounding p i 1 and p i 2 are extracted and denoted as B i 1 and B i 2 . The box size is 10% person bounding box size according to the standard PCK [Mykhaylo Andriluka, 2014] . We evaluate the similarity of B i 1 and B i 2 by implementing ORB matching [Rublee et al., 2011] . Given m i feature points extracted from B i 1 , we can find n i matching points in B i 2 . Obviously, the matching percentage ni mi can indicate the similarity of B i 1 and B i 2 . Therefore the inter-frame pose distance between P 1 and P 2 can be expressed as:
Multi-Person Pose Estimation
We Data Augmentation To facilitate RMPE to perform better in presence of serious truncation and occlusion of humans, we propose a improved deep proposal generator (iDPG) as a data augmentation scheme. iDPG produces a large amount of truncated human proposals using random-crop strategy during training. Empirically, random-crop algorithm will crop normal human into quarter or half man. Thus, those randomcrop proposal will be used as augmented training data. We observe the improvement of RMPE, when it applies into video frame.
Pose Flow Building
We firstly preform frame by frame pose estimation. Pose flows are built by associating poses that indicates the same person across frames. The straight-forward method is to connect them by matching closest pose in the next frame, given metric d c (P 1 , P 2 ). However, this greedy scheme would be less effective due to recognition error and false alarm of frame-level pose detection. On the other hand, if we apply graph-cut model in spatial and temporal domains, it will lead to heavy computation and non-online solution. Therefore, in this paper, we propose an efficient and decent method for high quality pose flow building. We denote P j i as the i th pose at j th frame and its candidate association set as
where Ω j+1 is the set of pose at (j +1) th frame. In our paper, we set = 1 25 by cross-validation. T (P j i ) means possible corresponding pose set in next frame for P j i . Without lose of generality, we discuss tracking for P t i and consider pose flow building from t th to (t + T ) th frames. To optimize pose selection, we maximize the following objective function
where s(P ) is a function that outputs confidence score of P , defined as s(P ) = s box (P ) + mean(s pose (P )) + max(s pose (P )), (7) where s box (P ), mean(s pose (P )) and max(s pose (P )) are score of human box, mean score and max score of all keypoints within this human proposal, respectively. The optimum {Q t , . . . , Q t+T } is our pose flow for P t i from t th to (t + T ) th frame.
Analysis We regard the sum of confidence scores ( t+T i=t s(Q i )) as objective function. This design helps us resist many uncertainties. When a person is highly occluded or blurred, its score is quite low because the model is not confident about it. But we can still build a pose flow to compensate it, since we look at the overall confidence score of a pose flow, but not single frame. Moreover, the sum of confidence score can be calculated online. That is, F (t, T ) can be determined by F (t, T − 1) and s(Q T ). Solver Eq. 6 can be solved in an online manner, since it is a standard dynamic programming problem. At (u − 1) th frame, we have m u−1 possible poses and record m u−1 optimum pose trajectories (with sum of scores) to reach them. At u th frame, we compute the optimum path to m u possible poses based on previous m u−1 optimum pose trajectories. Accordingly, m u trajectories are updated. F (u) is the sum of scores of best pose trajectories.
Stop Criterion and Confidence Unification
We process video frame-by-frame with Eq. 6 until it meets a stop criterion. Our criterion doesn't simply check confidence score in a single frame, but looks at more frames to resist sudden occlusion and frame degeneration (e.g. motion blur). Therefore, a pose flow stops at u when F (t, u+r)−F (t, u) < γ, where γ is determined by cross validation. It means the sum of scores within the following r frames is very small. Only in this way, we can make sure a pose flow really stops. In our paper, we set r = 3. After a pose flow stops, we refresh all keypoint confidence by averaging confidence scores. We believe pose flow should be the basic block and should use single confidence value to represent it. We call this process as confidence unification.
Pose Flow NMS
We hope our NMS can be preformed in spatio-temporal domain instead of individual frame processing. That is, we take poses in a pose flow as a unit in NMS processing, which can reduce errors by both spatial and temporal information. The key step is to determine the distance of two pose flows that indicate the same person.
Pose Flow Distance Given two pose flows Y a and Y b , we can extract their temporal overlapping sub-flows. The sub-flows are denoted as {P 1 a , . . . , P N a } and {P 1 b , . . . , P N b }, where N is the number of temporal overlapping frames. That is, P i a and P i b are two poses in the same frame. The distance between Y a and Y b can be calculated as,
where d f (·) is the intra-frame pose distance defined in Eq. 3. Median metric can be more robust to resist some missdetection due to occlusion and motion blur.
Pose Flow Merging Given d P F (·), we can perform NMS scheme as conversional pipeline. First, the pose flow with maximum confidence score (after confidence unification) is selected as reference pose flow. Making use of d P F (·), we group pose flows closed to reference pose flow. Thus, pose flows in the group will be merged into one more robust pose flow to represent the group. This new pose flow (pose flow NMS result) is called representative pose flow. The 2D coordinate of i th keypoint x t,i and confidence score s t,i of representative pose flow in t th frame are computed by,
where x j t,i and s j t,i are the 2D coordinate and confidence score of i th keypoint in j th pose flow in the group in t th frame. If j th pose flow does not have any pose at t th frame, we set s j t,i = 0. In Eq. 9, 1(s j t,i ) outputs 1, if input is non-zero, otherwise it outputs 0. This merging step not only can reduce redunant pose flow, but also re-link some disjoint pose flows into a longer and completed pose flow.
We redo this process until all pose flows are processed. This process is computed in sliding temporal window (the window length is L = 20 in our paper). Therefore, it is an online process. The whole pipeline shows in Figure 3 .
Experiments and Results
We evaluate our framework on PoseTrack [Iqbal et al., 2017] dataset and PoseTrack Challenge [Andriluka and Iqbal, 2017] dataset. PoseTrack Challenge Dataset is released in [Andriluka and Iqbal, 2017] . Selected and annotated like PoseTrack Dataset, it contains more videos. The testing dataset evaluation includes three tasks, but we only join tracking related task, namely, Task2-multi-person pose estimation and Task3-Pose tracking. Task2 is evaluated using the mean average precision (mAP) metric and Task3 is using multi-object tracking accuracy (MOTA) metric. MOTA metric penalizes false positives equally regardless of pose scores, so we drop low-score keypoints before generating results. We empirically determine this threshold in a data-driven manner on validation set. Tracking results of validation set and test set of Posetrack Challenge Dataset are presented in Table 3 . We found our method can achieve better results on validation and comparable results in test. Some representative results are shown in Figure. 4. Time Performance Our proposed pose tracker is based on resulting poses in individual frames. That is, it is ready to apply in different multi-person pose estimators. The extra computation by our pose tracker is very minor, requiring 0.01 second per frame only. Therefore, it will not be the bottleneck of whole system, in terms of testing speed. 
Evaluation and Datasets
Ablation Studies
Pose Flow Building Pose Flow Building module is responsible for constructing pose flow. We use a naive pose matching crossing frames, without the use of Eq. 6. Table 2 shows that without flow building, naive pose matching can not achieve a decent result.
It is because pose matching should be considered in a longterm manner.
Pose Flow NMS
Without pose flow NMS, the final pose tracking results will include many disjoint and redundant pose flow, which will damage the final tracking performance significantly. To evaluate the effectiveness of pose flow NMS, we compare it with conventional frame-by-frame NMS that applies in pose flow building results. As in Table 2 , results show that Pose Flow NMS can guarantee accurate pose flows, which means high mAP value and high MOTA value in comparison with conventional frame-by-frame NMS.
Conclusion
We have presented a scalable and efficient top-down pose tracking framework, which mainly leverages spatio-temporal information to build pose flow to significantly boost pose tracking task. Two important techniques, Pose Flow building and Pose Flow NMS were proposed. In ablation studies, we prove that the combination of Pose Flow Building and Pose Flow NMS can guarantee a remarkable improvement in pose tracking tasks. Moreover, our proposed pose tracker that can process frames in video at 100 FPS (excluding pose estimation in frames) has great potential in realistic applications.
In the future, we hope our pose tracker can help to improve long-term action recognition and offer a powerful tool for understanding complex scenes.
